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EDITORIAL
Ben Averis
Welcome to the Autumn 2018 newsletter, which includes reports on this year’s NWDG
Excursion (based at Drumnadrochit) and Native Pinewood Managers meeting (based at
Dundreggan), a piece discussing woodland nativeness, writings about the late Simon
Pepper, and a book review. As always, many thanks to those who contributed.
Next deadline for newsletter contributions: 15th March 2019. We welcome any woodland-related
material (ideally <1500 words): group or organisation reports, news items, letters, book reviews,
illustrations, etc. Please send it by email, with your contact details. If you have written or co-written a new
publication that might interest our members, we can enclose your fliers with our mailings (free to
individual members; £20 postage/packing charge for organisations/non-members). To get a book
reviewed, send a copy to the editor. If you want to review a book, please tell the editor; we can usually get
a free review copy from the publisher, and if you review it the book is yours to keep. If you want future
newsletters electronically as PDF files and not in printed form, please send the editor an email specifying
the email address to receive the file. Thanks. Current editor: Ben Averis (ben.averis@gmail.com / 01620
830 670 / 07767 058 322).

I apologize to those who have found the humour in some of my newsletter cartoons and
writings to be inappropriate. There are none in this issue, but there are still some woodland
illustrations including this one by my daughter Elen.

Pen drawing of Japanese forest scene by Elen Averis
https://www.instagram.com/averis_arts/?hl=en
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NOTES FROM THE CHAIR
Alan Crawford
My first contact with NWDG was at the 30th anniversary excursion at Braemar, on the east
side of the Cairngorms, some 14 years ago, and recently I have had cause to reflect on the
changes that I have seen in the Cairngorms since that time. In Glen Quoich, a place I’ve
always loved, there is now established regeneration of young trees to accompany the
mature trees by the river that used to stand alone. Further up the hill, and across much of
Mar Lodge estate, that pattern of naturally regenerating native trees is repeated. Much of it
is pine, but in places birch, rowan, alder, willow and others are also present.
On the west of the Cairngorms the results of sustained efforts to reduce browsing pressure
has had astonishing results across the ‘Cairngorms Connect’ area: 600 km2 where land is
managed with the intent of allowing native woodland to expand to its natural extent
without the use of fences. Wild Land Ltd at Glenfeshie, Scottish Natural Heritage at
Inshriach and Invereshie, Forestry Commission Scotland at Glen More, and the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds at Abernethy are all engaged in landscape-scale
restoration that is genuinely inspiring, and they deserve great credit for showing that in this
part of the country at least, such significant change is possible.

Granny pines on the edge of Abernethy, thankfully now surrounded by ‘young babas’ (photo: Alan
Crawford)
In other parts of the Cairngorms, however, things are less encouraging. My most common
commute is over ‘The Lecht’, where vast areas of grouse moor dominate the landscape. A
new muirburn code has come out, and in it, some areas – such as steep slopes and thin
soils, are designated as ‘no burn areas’. The edges (regeneration zones and buffer zones) of
remnant ancient woodlands, including Caledonian Pinewood Inventory (CPI) sites,
however, are not designated as ‘no burn’ areas, so if in these areas young trees manage to
escape the attentions of herbivores they are likely to get burnt as part of grouse moor
management. I recognise that burning can be used as a tool to encourage regeneration
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through providing a suitable seedbed, but repeated burning as part of grouse moor
management is not that. Since we know that pine and birch woods as pioneer species need
to move across the landscape, such lack of protection for our ancient woodland remnants,
within a national park, shows that we still have a lot of progress to make.

Managed grouse moor covers 40% of Cairngorms National Park (photo: Alan Crawford)
As a group interested in native woodlands, we do have grounds for hope and optimism.
There are many individuals and organisations that act as exemplars of good practice, but
we clearly still have a long way to go before we see the transformational changes many of
us long for.
Collaboration and cooperation between like-minded groups and individuals will, I believe,
hold the key to achieving such change. This is already happening in many areas of course,
and there is an increasing appetite for such collaboration. Woodland Trust Scotland (WTS),
Trees for Life (TfL), Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB), Scottish Wildlife
Trust (SWT), Borders Forest Trust (BFT), National Trust for Scotland (NTS), John Muir
Trust (JMT), Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS), Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) and
some private estates and other non-government organisations (NGOs) are, through a
variety of projects, coming together to pool skills and resources to expand and enhance the
condition of our native woodlands.
Our group and the discussions we have are part of that process of change. And in a spirit
of cooperation I would hope that over the next few years NWDG will be able to develop
even closer links with the likes of the Pinewood Managers Group (PMG), Forest Policy
Group (FPG), Reforesting Scotland (RS), The Royal Scottish Forestry Society (RSFS),
Community Woodland Association (CWA), Association of Scottish Hardwood Sawmillers
(ASHES) and others. The unique flavours of each of these groups are of course worth
celebrating, but there are opportunities for occasional collaboration which I feel we have
not fully explored and may yet yield a fruitful harvest.
All the best, Alan
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NWDG ADMIN REPORT
Alison Averis
At the time of writing, we have 196 members, compared
with 171 this time last year. We extend a warm welcome
to everyone who has recently joined the group and hope
to see you at an event soon.
Email communications to one or two members are being returned as undeliverable each time I
send out a mailshot. If you didn’t get the information about the recent history conference, you
are one of these people. So, if you wish to hear about forthcoming NWDG events and have
changed your email address in the last couple of years, please can you send me a message
(alisonaveris@gmail.com) and I’ll amend your details. Many thanks.
The bank balance currently stands at £12.026.93.
We will shortly be changing the website to a WordPress platform with the aim of making
improvements including the facility to use PayPal to pay for events and subscriptions, and a
blog page. Once it’s up and running, back issues of the newsletter and history conference notes
will be available to download, and there will be live Facebook and Twitter feeds. Please let me
know if there’s anything else you’d like us to incorporate.
Financial statements for the year ended 5th April 2018, prepared by Kirsty MacIntyre
Profit & loss account for year ended 5th April 2018

Balance sheet on 5th April 2018
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2018 EXCURSION REPORTS
Here are the reports from this year’s excursion, which took place between 23rd and 26th
May 2018 and was based at Drumnadrochit, on the NW side of Loch Ness. Instead of
beginning with indoor evening events it actually began with a field visit in the afternoon of
the first day.
Visit to Craggach Wood – Wednesday 23rd May 2018

Donald McPhillimy
Craggach Wood, on the sloping south side of the Beauly Firth, belongs to David Shepherd
and Annie Griffiths, retired doctors and NWDG stalwarts. The wood runs to 40 hectares,
exactly the same size as 100 Aker Wood (W the Pooh et al) and is very diverse. Eight
hectares were bought in 1992 and the remaining 32 hectares in 2005. Most was under a
conifer crop which has largely been felled in stages and restocked with native broadleaved
species, some by planting, some through natural regeneration.
The owners and sole workforce are trying to demonstrate that it is possible to close the
gulf between large scale commercial conifers and unproductive native woodland. Craggach
Wood is developing, under their stewardship and hard work, as a semi-commercial medium
scale native woodland – a rare thing in Scotland and a thing of beauty.
Different management regimes are taking place in different parts of the woodland in an
opportunistic sort of way. One that sticks out is open-grown oak, based on a classic French
textbook. The idea is to select for a final spacing of oak at 12 metres grown to a final
diameter of 70 cm over a short rotation of 100 years, pruned up to 6 metres. This requires
great skill with pruning and ‘halo’ thinning (but not at the same time) to give the oak open
space within which to grow free from competition. Between the final oaks are additional
oaks at 6 metre spacing, thinned out after 60 years at a diameter of 35 cm, as well as
additional understorey trees such as birch, rowan and hazel. This appears to be working
well in one part of the wood with some impressive young trees.
In another part of the wood, holly was doing well: it had been decided to encourage it as
holly produces a lovely decorative wood and not many people are growing it, so it should
be valuable. Local hands-on ownership allows such decisions to be made.
At the end of the visit, we stopped to admire the large wooden shed built to protect a small
modern sawmill and stacks of sawn boards as well as a fine collection of intermediate scale
machinery including an Alpine tractor, forwarder, winch and firewood processor. Nearby
was an efficient solar-powered kiln operating overtime on what was a gloriously sunny
afternoon.
I was very impressed by the dedication and silvicultural knowledge of the owners, whose
backgrounds are not in forestry. They have taught themselves up to a high level of
understanding and are practising a kind of forestry that most foresters can only dream of!
There is a real pleasure to be gained from combining timber production with biodiversity.
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David Shepherd and Annie Griffiths showing NWDG around at Craggach Wood (photos: Donald
McPhillimy)
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Talks on evening of Wednesday 23rd May 2018

Report by Tim Collins
I came to the excursion this year to learn something about the long relationship between
Trees for Life and Glen Affric. I was interested in the social and political tensions that have
occurred over decades and how the aesthetic, moral and social practices of a public interest
charity might have shaped process and method amongst the Forestry Commission
managers of the forests at Glen Affric. But none of that was revealed during the
orientation talks. You had to listen closely to the Forestry Commission team and other
local experts during the walks the following day to get a hint of the social and cultural
tension over restoration process and methods.
It was an interesting evening of talks about small changes as the NWDG membership
gathered at Drumnadrochit. Alan Watson Featherstone, founder of Trees for Life, talked at
length about over forty years of effort at Glen Affric working slowly over time to bring
about changes to practice and method. Alan was followed by Kate Holl, the outgoing
NWDG Chair and a woodland advisor for Scottish Natural Heritage, talking about her
Churchill Fellowship exploring native forests in France, Iceland and Norway with a specific
focus on flowering plants in an understory that is largely devoid of pressure from deer and
sheep. Surprisingly, both talks leaned on the ephemeral elements of forests to make their
point. Alan talked about big visions and transparent strategies (the wonders of a charity)
but illustrated impact with small changes and simple accomplishments. He largely ignored
the productive tensions over the years, and the efficacy of the Trees for Life
methodologies; he simply leaned into the wonders of the forest. Where much of the
discussion at NWDG is about trees and restoration practices such as invasive species
management, most occurring in mid to long term time periods, in this year’s talks we heard
about the showier transient aspects of healthy forests. Kate thrilled us with stories from
overseas, examples that were ecologically and climatologically comparable to Scotland. She
talked about forests that settle into a complex level of bio-aesthetic development that is
hardly seen in Scotland. We were hearing about forest values that are found in fleeting
moments, over periods of weeks each year. Sadly, Kate’s recordings of the sounds of these
forests didn’t make it into her presentation; too esoteric, a step too far I imagine for the
practical forest folk of NWDG. For those of you interested in Kate’s work you can
download her report “Where Have all the Flowers Gone?” here:
https://www.wcmt.org.uk/sites/default/files/reportdocuments/Holl%20K%20Report%202017%20Final.pdf
Flowers come and go with the seasons, they bloom quickly then fade, but are indicative of
something ‘else’, perhaps a deeper truth within a forest environment. Yes, biodiversity is
one aspect of that picture. Another attendee pointed out the lush vegetation in Holl’s
images as a particularly important indication of carbon sequestration and its role within
ecosystem services. Yet another suggested the value was all about the bees… and their
important relationship to the agricultural economy. Driving back to Beauly with a friend
and my partner Reiko I found myself thinking about the value of flowers in forests. We
talked about it a bit, occurred to us that seeing them as nothing more than an indicator of
some instrumental value… is perhaps missing the point. Relatively new inhabitants from
overseas, we are not as yet immune to the onset of spring in Scotland. The long days and
warmth set the landscape into a particularly robust motion of generative growth, leaf and
bud that always takes our breath away. Once that is in full swing in our ‘home forest’ in
Mugdock park, Reiko and I chart the arrival of the bluebells each year, waiting and
watching as they come to a full crescendo of colour under the trees. It is their beauty,
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colour and wonder that capture our imagination and move us to set time aside to ‘be’ in the
forest without doing anything at all each year. We think of it as the forest performing a
celebration of life and spirit. It only lasts a wee while, before they lose their colour and fade
back into the background.
While I appreciate the games that are played to convince politicians that things are of value,
it occurs to me that forest flowers might be a way to bring a much wider public into a
relationship with Scottish native woodlands. Perhaps the way to the politicians is through
the electorate rather than their pragmatist values and expert industry advisors and
narratives about forest resource and ecosystem service values. At the end of the day I
suspect that the ‘real’ value of flowers in the Scottish forest understory lies in the moment
when we encounter them in the sunlight with bees and myriad other insects weaving a
network of forest life.
Glen Affric – Thursday 24th May 2018

Steve Morris
The visit to Glen Affric took place on a scorching day in May with many members
regretting the lack of application of sun cream and/or suitable shading headgear. The
cooling waters of the river Affric provided relief for many sweaty feet later in the day, while
a few braver souls took a dip in a nearby pool.
Hosts for the day were Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) and Trees for Life (TfL).
Giles Brockman, ably supported by Kenny Hay and Russel Cooper, kicked things off at the
River Affric dam with Scots pine pollen captured by the morning sun. The plan for the day
was to follow the glen from east to west to see the change from a mixed broadleaf
woodland at the eastern end to a more Scots pine and birch-dominated woodland in the
west. Giles highlighted the impact the construction of the dam which has dramatically
reduced the amount of riparian woodland upstream.
We were informed of the pioneering and inspirational work of Finlay MacRae, who was
instrumental in creating the Forestry Commission’s first pinewood reserve at Affric in
1960, in the year following the publication of Steven & Carlisle’s seminal work The
Pinewoods of Scotland. Somewhat ironically we were to hear later in the day that he was also
responsible for planting Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine at the far western end of the glen
in the 1970s, in pursuit of planting targets.
A short walk from the car park to the viewpoint provided a suitable position to discuss the
relative success of regeneration inside and outside of fencing following increased culling of
deer in recent years. Discussions continued in a similar vein at the lunch spot which
overlooked significant areas of fell-to-waste which had been carried out in the 1990s.
Malcolm Wield, who implemented a lot of this work as Forest District Manager of the Fort
August area, explained how in excess of £4 million of European Life funding had been
spent felling non-native Sitka spruce and Lodgepole pine. The regeneration of birch in
these areas has been spectacular, and most of the residue from the felling has now all but
disappeared.
Kenny Hay contrasted the prolific regeneration in the ex-plantation areas with some of the
surrounding land which was populated with low density, mature Scots pine and relatively
low numbers of pine seedlings. This lead to a discussion between an interventionist
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approach of planting trees in this area, favoured by Kenny, versus a wait-and-see approach
advocated by Giles.
The day concluded with a visit to the recently refurbished Athnamulloch bothy, the
spiritual home of Trees for Life. Alan McDonnel gave a summary of the work carried out
by TfL volunteers over the last 25 years. A number of fenced enclosures have been
established at the western end of Glen Affric, and we visited one of these which had
recently been linked to two others by a ring fence.
Overall it was a fascinating visit and insight into the ongoing management of this hugely
significant national treasure.

Glen Affric on 24th May 2018 (upper photo by Alison Averis; lower photo by Colin Parsons)
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Locations of areas visited at Glen Affric (map produced by Alasdair Firth)

Black Grouse lek at Corrimony RSPB reserve – Friday 25th May 2018

Noel Fojut
Slightly bleary-eyed, 10 hardy delegates gathered in the hotel car park at 4.30 am. Tom
Gilpin drove us in the Trees for Life minibus up to Corrimony, where we met Simon
McLaughlin of RSPB in the public car park. (Somewhat to the alarm of a German couple
overnighting in a camper van, who were nonplussed to be woken by strange voices in the
early hours!)
After a welcome and quick briefing from Simon, we continued into the gated reserve.
Simon warned us that it might be a little late in the day (!) for good viewing, but we were
lucky, with 12 males displaying on a tussocky rise close beside the track. The presence of
the minibus, from which we did our viewing, seemed not to disturb the birds as they
continued with their posturing – the top-ranking male holding centre ground.
It all seemed very ritualised, with males taking it in turns to confront each other, displaying
their prominent ‘lyre’ feathers and white rears, with a crescendo of rattling challenge calls
followed by a short sharp flurry, ended by one bird skulking away, tail feathers lowered in
defeat.
A short drive further brought us in sight of an even larger group of males – 19 in all –
lekking on a flat area of improved grassland. Although all eyes were initially on this display,
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the scene was stolen by a lapwing with three
fluffy hatchlings. They seemed totally
unbothered by their much larger and noisier
neighbours.
On our return, we de-bused for a brief legstretch, walking through mature conifers then
down a steep path through mixed woodland to
view the impressive Corrimony Falls. And then
it was back to the hotel in time for breakfast
(or, for some of us, a second breakfast).
Some things I learned about leks, thanks to
Simon:
 Even in large leks, only one pair or males
will be facing off at any moment.
 Lekking goes on through most of the year,
not just in the breeding season.
 And it goes on even if there are no females
around – in fact, we didn’t spot a greyhen
in attendance at either lek.
 While black grouse are classic woodland
edge birds, lek sites are often well out in
the open, provided there is woodland cover a short flight away.
 And finally, the word ‘lek’ has Scandinavian origins and comes from the word for ‘play’
– which means it shares the same roots as Lego™!

Upper photo: lapwing with chick. Lower photo: black grouse at the Corrimony lek. (Photos: Noel Fojut)
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Corrimony Grange Barn – Friday 25th May 2018

Judith Anderson
The group was fortunate to be given access to a spectacular A-listed building, Corrimony
Grange Barn by kind permission of Lindsay and David Girvan of Corrimony Farm and of
Simon McLaughlin of RSPB.
There are few firmly-known facts about the origin and development of the barn, and its
external appearance - low rubble walls and corrugated iron roof - did not prepare the group
for the impressive nature of the interior. Five pairs of carefully squared pine timbers form
the cruck couples. Each half of the couple is gently curved so the whole appears like the
hull of an upturned boat. Structurally, it is the timber couples that support the roof; the
walls are not load-bearing and in the case of Corrimony may have been rebuilt. It is
possible that the walls may not have originally been stone: turf, clay and wattle were all
used for walling material in cruck-frame buildings.
Towards the roof ridge, a third piece of timber (the collar) joins the two halves of the
couple; at the join each timber is shaped and dressed to form a smooth curve and the join
made fast with five timber pegs. The underside of the roof ridge is about 4.3 metres above
floor level and each couple spans a whopping 5.8 m – the widest cruck span known in
Scotland. The timbers are unusually neatly formed with adze marks clearly seen.
Sadly, although some core samples were taken for dendrochronological analysis, no results
were forthcoming because of woodworm damage, so we have no date confirmed for the
timbers. The sampling was done as part of the Scottish Pine Project by Dr Coralie Mills. 35
buildings were sampled, with 20 dates forthcoming. The wider project also analysed
samples from living trees and archaeologically recovered timbers, and has built a
chronology going back 1000 years in the Glen Affric area. As well as helping date
buildings, tree growth rings accurately chart climate and weather patterns. For example,
results confirmed 1694 to 1703 as a time of exceptionally low temperatures. The period
known as ‘the seven ill years’ was noted for crop failure and famine.
The barn is thought to date from the 17th or 18th century. The barony of Corrimony was
granted to the Grant family in 1509, so some sort of residence is likely from that date. The
first recorded house was built in 1740 and became known as Old Corrimony after a
baronial mansion was constructed here in the 19th century. Sadly, the new house burned to
a crisp in 1951! How old the barn is, and whether it was originally a barn or a house isn’t
known. The timbers though look remarkably clean and free from the kind of smokeblackening one might expect from a dwelling, so perhaps it always was a rather posh
grange barn.
Generally, surviving Scottish cruck-framed buildings are relatively low-status structures,
and often not much earlier than the 19th century – but in anyone’s book Corrimony Grange
Barn looks like a bit of a status symbol. It is also a reminder of the poor survival rate of
historic buildings that are not made of stone! The original roof may have been thatch or
turf.
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The barn was surveyed in 1972 by the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Scotland, and the survey drawings, including a reconstruction, can be seen
here:
https://canmore.org.uk/site/86689/corrimony-corrimony-grange-cruck-framed-building?display=image .
Article on Scottish crucks: Piers Dixon, The medieval peasant building in Scotland: the beginning and end of crucks.
Ruralia IV
http://www.academia.edu/972677/The_medieval_peasant_building_in_Scotland_the_beginning_and_end_o
f_crucks

Corrimony woodland management (Friday 25th May 2018). Unfortunately no report is
available for this visit.
Urquhart Bay – Friday 25th May 2018

Alan Crawford
On Friday afternoon, after our trip to Corrimony, we visited Urquhart Bay, a floodplain
wood on the edge of Drumnadrochit and at the confluence of the rivers Coiltie and
Enrick. 23 hectares of the 47 hectare woodland Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is
owned and managed by the Woodland Trust. Site manager Ross Watson was kind enough
to show us round the wood, with meaningful input (particularly on the issue of invasive
species) from long-time NWDG member John Parrott.
Despite its relatively small size, its close proximity to Drumnadrochit, and its popularity
with dog walkers and other recreational users, the woodland felt relatively wild. It is
gloriously scruffy, most notably with bird cherry falling over yet staying alive and forming
thickets. There was also an unusually diverse species mix and structural composition to the
wood, as well as a plethora of tall herbs within the ground flora. This is what Kate Holl
might describe as the ‘filling’ in the wood (see spring 2018 newsletter).

‘Woodland filling’ at Urquhart Bay. Photo: Alan Crawford.
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It is a very dynamic floodplain wood, the rivers occasionally changing course and cutting
new channels through the wood, and at one of our stops Ross highlighted exactly where
this had happened just two or three years ago. The rivers had significant large-scale woody
debris in them where trees had failed on the bank, fallen in the river and subsequently been
left where they fell. This was fabulous to see, and fabulous also to see all the knock-on
effects on the river dynamics. There was all manner of different types of spaces within the
river: fast water, slow water, deep water, shallow water, sand, shingle and boulder beds.
Small islands are beginning to build up around the trees in the river. Natural processes are
taking place and a wide range of ecological niches are establishing within a small space.
We had three formal stops highlighting a range of significant issues associated with
managing the wood. At the first stop we mostly discussed issues around Non-Native
Invasive Species (NNIS). Being at the end of two rivers the site is particularly susceptible
to seed sources of NNIS from elsewhere within the catchment floating downstream, and
so for many years this has been an ongoing management issue. There are more than fifty
non-native species known to be present within Urquhart Bay wood. Some, such as pink
purslane and ground elder were not considered a problem in terms of the functioning
ecology and biodiversity of the site, but others including Himalayan balsam, Japanese
knotweed, white butterbur and mink were considered a concern. There was also a
recognition that there can be some grey areas when considering the influence of NNIS;
some NNIS can actually be beneficial in some way, for example to pollinating insects.
Around 2007/2008 there was funding available that allowed good progress to be made in
reducing the biomass of NNIS, but it did not eradicate the species of most concern. Work
has since continued, but further progress without funding is limited. As with many issues in
woodland management, it needs to be tackled on a catchment wide basis and not solely on
an ownership basis.
For the SSSI to be in ‘favourable condition’ 90% of the vegetation should be native, and to
satisfy its ‘Natura’ status any one layer within the woodland should be 95% native unless
granted exemption (e.g. for sycamore; see later in this report).
Over the past few years several species-specific techniques have been employed here to
eradicate or reduce some of these invasive species: stem injection in autumn to tackle
Japanese knotweed; picking flower heads off Himalayan balsam annually before they set
seed; spraying of white butterbur; land tunnel traps and rafts for mink. And recently,
through support from the Scottish Invasive Species Initiative, administered by the Ness &
Beauly Fisheries Trust, volunteers will be trained in the use of knapsack sprayers and stem
injectors for tackling Himalayan balsam, Japanese knotweed and white butterbur. A local
dyes expert is also looking to make products from the above species, making practical use
from plants being removed.
Our second formal stop was at the confluence of the two rivers, and standing there, taking
in our surrounds, it was so apparent how dynamic things were here, including ongoing
creation of pockets of bare ground. The weather was warm and dry, and I felt that many of
our group were happy just to be there. Then Ross mentioned how his own family, and
many other visitors, felt relaxed and comfortable when they were there, and for me that
made perfect sense.
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There are local concerns about the potential for flooding resulting from dams that have
formed when trees have fallen, and additional concerns about how migratory fish may have
been affected. A few deep channels were dug several years ago to allow fish through, and
the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) and the Fisheries Trust agreed that
fallen trees were not adding to the flood risk.

A restful and refreshing moment at the confluence of the Rivers Coiltiie and Enrick. Photos: Alan
Crawford.
Our third formal stop was in an area where both ash and sycamore were present. This
facilitated a discussion about the influence of pests and diseases associated with our native
species, and how non-native species in a native woodland might be viewed in light of this,
particularly, but not only, in relation to sycamore, given the current threats faced by elm
and ash.
The Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) position in relation to sycamore as a non-native
species contributing to an unfavourable condition for an SSSI site has changed, and rather
than expecting it to be removed (as previously) they were now happy to accept it as a
component of the canopy, particularly as it is likely to host many, but not all, of the species
associated with ash, which might in time be lost from the woodland.
Currently this part of the wood has ash in the canopy and sycamore in the understorey, and
as a group we wondered what the future might hold. The Woodland Trust’s position was
that they would monitor the site for the next five years and then further assess what
intervention, if any, is necessary.
Many of our site visits thus far had been in relatively open ground, looking at established
woodland from a distance and discussing the history of the place in question and a variety
of possible future scenarios for landscape scale woodland expansion and restoration. It was
great listening to all the assembled thoughts, and some of them have resonated with me
since, but at Urquhart Bay I felt, and I suspect some others did too, a sense of relaxation,
and a gentle pleasure in being under the canopy of a mature woodland.
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The visit got me thinking more broadly about floodplain woods, about the many ecosystem
services they provide, about the variety of habitats they contain and about how much more
of these types of woods we would have had in the past before many were cleared and
drained for agriculture. There are many good projects currently looking at restoration of
woodland habitat, in some cases on a landscape scale, and many riparian projects worthy of
note, but I am not aware of any large-scale projects specifically focusing on floodplain
woods. If anyone knows of any or would be interested in discussing the subject, please do
get in touch. My email address is alancrawford07@hotmail.co.uk and my mobile is
07740449940. I know of a few floodplain woodland sites in Scotland, but not many, so if
anyone knows of any such special places, please do give me a shout.

Minutes of the Native Woodlands Discussion Group Annual General Meeting held
at 7.30 pm on Friday 25th May 2018 at the Community Hall, Drumnadrochit

Ruth Anderson
1

Minutes of the 2017 AGM (Kate Holl). Approved by the meeting; proposed Rachel Avery,
seconded Helen Armstrong.

2

Highlights from the Chair (Kate Holl). Because of her Churchill Fellowship, Kate had missed
most of the group’s activities in the last year. She offered thanks to members, whose time to
come along to events and share views in NWDG’s classic “hats off” style were the group’s true
highlights.

3

Admin Report (Alison Averis and other committee). Finances: £15,165 in bank on 21st May.
With the hotel bill (for excursion) still to pay, but excursion income still to be paid in, the actual
balance would be comparable. The excursion had made a small profit this year (though it often
didn’t). The meeting agreed that work in planning, bookings and administration of the excursion
should receive due payment (action: Committee).
Membership: now at a record high of 195. Regarding the General Data Protection Regulation,
Alison had emailed the membership to confirm that data held by NWDG was only for NWDG
use (i.e. legitimate interest).
Website: had outgrown its current platform and needed re-developing with additional facilities
(ease of access by more than one administrator, ease of uploading and updating
information/documents/photo), better links to social media, etc. Committee proposed to
contract a suitable web developer to undertake this and this proposal was approved by the
meeting.
Newsletter: Ben would always welcome new material for the newsletter, whether scientific,
poetic or discussion pieces. It was agreed to get Ben a gift in thanks for all his (unpaid) work in
delivering the newsletter (action: Alison). Members were reminded that they could receive the
newsletter as PDF rather than paper copy if they preferred (contact Ben).
Remuneration of committee members: legal advice for unincorporated associations (such as
NWDG) was that remuneration of committee members/office bearers for work on behalf of
the organisation (such as for organising or administering events) was quite lawful but best
practice was to include a specific clause to that effect in the group’s constitution. Committee to
publish proposed revision to constitution for approval at next year’s AGM.

4

History Conference (Noel Fojut). Last year’s conference at Murthly had been very successful.
The 2018 History Conference on “The Nature of the First Forests in NW Europe” would be
held at Battleby, 25th October with Franz Vera amongst other speakers. There was already
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considerable interest – programme and booking form would be coming out soon with members
getting first option to book.
5

Workshops (Alan Crawford). Last year’s programme had had mixed success (Habitat Impact
Assessment – good, lichens – cancelled due to lack of uptake, bryophytes – not offered as Ben
too busy). In view of the work undertaken by Andy Acton on the cancelled lichens workshop, it
was agreed to get him a book token for £100 (action: Committee).
A good programme was planned for the coming year with four possibilities at present:
 Autumn fungi workshop with Liz Holden, indoor and outdoor sessions
 Woodland art with charcoal artist Tansy Lee Moir
 Reading/researching historical maps with respect to changes in woodland
cover/situation over time (possibly in SW Scotland)
 A second Habitat Impact Assessment workshop in spring 2019
An additional proposal for the future was for a series of thematic workshops covering relevant
topics each around a single species of tree. Committee to work up this proposal.

6

Forest Policy Group (Anna Lawrence, Convenor FPG). Efforts this year for FPG had focussed
around the potential disappearance of FCS into Scottish Government – this was seen as a threat.
Much work had been marshalled behind the scenes (led by Willie McGhee) – successfully so far
– the Bill had been passed with substantial amendments.
As an outcome of the successful event at Birnam (November 2016) showcasing examples of
small-scale or local forestry enterprises of the “non-usual” variety, FCS had asked FPG to work
up a report providing the evidence behind these ventures. Meantime Guy Watt had led an
economic study by FPG, funded by FCS, on the contributions of small-scale forestry (£4768million).
Momentum was also gathering for FPG to put together a paper on the concerns around the
creation of new native woodland.
FPG’s funding situation remained an issue, previous core funding having now dried up. In
response to this and to assist in its future finding options the group was now constituted a
Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation. NWDG wished to continue supporting FPG and
to up its contribution from the £350 per annum over the last decade to £500 for the coming
year (proposed Annie Griffiths, seconded Alasdair Firth). FPG would invoice NWDG for this
figure (action: Anna).
Anna would send a report for the NWDG newsletter.
Regarding the current dangerous ascendancy of industrial, softwood forestry and a forthcoming
review of the Scottish Forestry Strategy, a question was raised about how NWDG members
might input to such policy happenings. It was agreed that FPG would forward their policy
submissions to NWDG, for sharing with NWDG members to use in their own submissions.
Action: Anna Lawrence.

7

Development of NWDG. Coralie had been invited back onto the committee and was offering to
undertake some outreach to other like-minded groups on NWDG’s behalf. This would involve
making contact with and potentially attending meetings of other groups such as CWA, FPG, RS,
etc. NWDG’s social media (Facebook and Twitter) offered an additional opportunity in this
regard – to promote NWDG and its activities to like-minded individuals. With 365 members of
the NWDG Facebook group, most of whom were not members of NWDG, there was
obviously considerable scope to use this as a “shop window” for NWDG events and more
generally to advertise NWDG and what it is about.
In addition, Coralie intended to invite members to do a guest post on the NWDG Facebook
page – anyone interested should contact Coralie.
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8

Love of Trees (Noel Fojut). Following the focussed discussion on this topic led by Tim Collins
and Dave Edwards in the Blackwood (excursion 2017), Tim, Alasdair and Noel had worked up a
paper (published in spring 2018 newsletter) sounding out whether there was interest in
organising an event around this topic. Members were encouraged to respond to this
request, to Noel, by end June.

9

Committee going forward. Thanks were expressed to Kate and Alasdair who were now standing
down. Committee now as follows (proposed Gavin Johnston, seconded Jen Anderson):
 Alan Crawford (Chair)
 Alison Averis (Treasurer and Admin)
 Noel Fojut (Workshops and History)
 Mairi Stewart (History)
 Coralie Mills (Social Media and Outreach)
 Ben Averis (Newsletter)
 Ruth Anderson (Excursion)
 Gordon Patterson (new member)
 Steve Morris (new member)

10

Excursion 2019 and 2020. As agreed at last year’s excursion, the 2018 excursion would be to
Argyll with Gordon Gray Stephens and Peter Quelch as local contacts to help planning.
For 2020 there were various possible candidate areas, to be decided on via voting at the ceilidh
and a doodle poll thereafter to refine the choices. These were:
 The far northwest (Durness area)
 Assynt
 Cumbria
 West Lothian or central Scotland (Fife/Perthshire)
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Abriachan Wood – Saturday 26th May 2018

Mary Winsch
On a misty warm morning we parked by Loch Ness at the Clansman Hotel and walked
into Abriachan Wood which is owned by the Woodland Trust. The 163 ha (403 acres) are
at Ordnance Survey grid reference NH 575 357 and are in two parts separated by the river
which flows by Abriachan. It is a deciduous wood on steep slopes and was part of the
Forestry Commission estate until 1995. The path from the hotel car park is level but
becomes a stiff walk uphill. It was the coffin trail from Abriachan to Brachla Harbour
where the ferry took mourners to the Drumnadrochit graveyard. We climbed high enough
to have lunch on the top of a rocky cliff overlooking the loch.
Ross Watson described how hazel stools predominate on the lower slopes and birch and
aspen on the higher parts, together with other deciduous trees including oak, ash, elm,
alder, holly and sycamore. There are scattered bushes of juniper and willow, and brambles.
In flower were bluebells, violets and strawberry. The wood is notorious for ticks. The
narrow A82 main road prevents roadside working, although the Bear maintenance teams
will cut back dangerous trees. A full survey of the trees immediately above the road is
carried out every two years, and over 100 trees that are or could become dangerous have
been removed. A challenge is to achieve a happy medium between safety for road users
and maintaining the woodland habitat intact. The Trust regularly produces written hazard
surveys. There is a large area of trees in tubes which replace a failed conifer plantation,
both planted by the Forestry Commission. All the alien conifers were removed between
2000 and 2003. The Trust has recognised that the used of plastic (tubes) to protect trees is
undesirable, and plans to try exclosures made of wood, so reusable, in which trees will be
thickly planted without tubes. Redundant plastic tubes are being removed. It was noted
that reusing plastic tubes is a biosecurity risk and second-hand tubes have degraded to the
extent that light no longer passes through them adequately.
Relationships with the Clansman Hotel are fraught at the moment because the hotel wants
to build a visitor attraction on the other side of the road, which would mean clearing native
woodland; the Woodland Trust has formally opposed this. The Woodland Trust’s
opposition has antagonised the hotel management, so the Woodland Trust sign is some
way in from the hotel car park. The Trust wants to improve the path to entice the
thousands of visitors at the hotel, shop and cafe to use the wood. Good relations with the
neighbours above and beyond the wood are important not only for deer control but also
for working access. Deer are a constant problem. The wood is situated between three deer
management groups. The stalker is shared with Abriachan Forest Trust. Between April and
August he is paid to spend four hours a week in the wood so that he disturbs the deer and
learns their routine. Later he shoots hinds. Last year he shot 50 deer, mostly red, some roe
and four sika. The deer are extracted uphill.
More information about the wood including the management plan is on the Woodland
Trust website.
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After lunch we tried the Herbivore Impact Assessment work sheet, with instruction from
Helen Armstrong and Alan Crawford. It is designed to be used in late winter/early spring
before new growth hides the evidence, but we were able to see the effects of the constant
nibbling on tubed trees, saplings and mature trees. The method looks at trees and ground
flora, and relative palatability and resilience of native and non-native trees and bushes. The
only obvious seedlings were ash and some hazel which demonstrated years of browsing. A
mature holly showed a clear browse line between the basal shoots and the lower branches.
There were no signs of bark stripping or thrashing, although some branches had been
broken down and the shoots nibbled. We concluded that grazing pressure was heavy. We
tested the latest version. An earlier version is at http://scotland.forestry.gov.uk/woodlandgrazing-toolbox.

Young planted trees at Abriachan Wood. Photo: Mary Winsch
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NATIVE NORTHERN WOODLAND DISCUSSION GROUP?
Alasdair Firth
In a conversation at an NWDG excursion around five years ago, or maybe more, someone
(I can’t remember who) mooted the idea that NWDG shouldn’t be the Native Woodland
Discussion Group, it should be the Northern Woodland Discussion Group. We don’t just
discuss native woodlands: we discuss all sorts of woodlands, the things that make up
woodlands, their history, ecology, use - and meaning. It may have been tongue-in-cheek,
but over the years, that idea of a northern group has stayed with me.
What is a native woodland? Can it simply be defined as a wood with 40% ‘native species’
(the definition used in the Native Woodland Survey of Scotland)? Is a wood 100% planted
with trees imported from the continent of native species also a native woodland? And a wood
of mainly naturally regenerated, ‘exotic’ species, where the parent trees are themselves
naturally regenerated, is that a non-native woodland?
More to the point, whichever of these definitions are used, is the NWDG really only
allowed to focus on discussing the ‘native’, while ignoring the ‘non-native’? Are these
definitions actually just concepts that serve some peoples’ agendas?
For example, why is it frowned upon to discuss whether or not Sitka spruce should be in
the natural environment in the UK. This tree species is, in all likelihood, going to live here
for longer than any of us, and probably longer than any of our descendants, whatever
action we take. Is Norway spruce or sycamore more native? Is hornbeam, lime or field
maple, commonly found in England but not in Scotland, nearly native? And are humans
themselves native, or non-native? Is there somewhere lurking in a dusty filing system an
outline plan about a hierarchy of nativeness – perhaps European species being classed as
more native and American species as less native? If so, whose plan, and on what basis? What
work, research or study is being done on this?
The concepts are expressed in practical reality: we have a grant system geared towards
planting large areas of ‘native’ woodland. Unfortunately, many of these areas have relatively
low biodiversity value and, probably, absolutely no economic value. They are vulnerable to
environmental change, and not always best suited for the current conditions. Like Sitka
plantations, they are created through human intervention, not natural processes. Meantime,
trees carry on spreading wherever they can, in spite of heavy herbivore pressure in the
Scottish landscape and in defiance of the definitions of whether they are native or not. And
meantime, woodland development, particularly towards shade-tolerant species like beech,
fir and hemlock is often held back, with the reason given that these are not the ‘native’ or
‘natural’ woodland type in Scotland. Are the concepts getting in the way of considerations
that could be of wider interest?
You may see this as a proposal to offend absolutely everyone, but in all seriousness I think
the time has come to work out what we’re really interested in discussing.
I know we are all very attached to the idea of wandering through a ‘native’ woodland, with
all that implies, but at a time when woodlands are changing fast and with long-term
consequences, we need to think how useful concepts like this are, both to be able to
discuss constructively, and, where necessary, to act to achieve good outcomes, whatever
those may be.
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‘Native woodland’ is a historical concept, useful to think about the origin and development
of our woods and forests but limiting in the context of the potential future diversity and
complexity of the natural environment. The polarity between native and non-native is no
longer useful for informed discussion or indeed to promote the survival and protection of
woodlands.
However we term them, species in the natural environment continue to operate under their
own rules. We can understand some of these rules, but the complexity of the natural
environment goes beyond simplistic definitions like ‘native’ and ‘non-native’. Let’s think
about what really is important and free ourselves from what in reality is an arcane, polarised
concept whose time has passed. We can still be NWDG, but with a focus on the North,
rather than the abstract.

Note from editor: Please do send in any thoughts you may have on this matter. It would
be good to have further conversation/discussion about these (and other?) aspects of
woodland native-ness in future issues of this newsletter.
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REPORT OF THE NATIVE PINEWOOD MANAGERS VISIT
TO DUNDREGGAN, ON 3RD MAY 2018
Text and photos by Richard Thompson
Dundreggan pinewood lies within
Glenmoriston. It is managed on the
south side of the valley by Forest
Enterprise Scotland (FES) and on
the north side by Trees for Life
(TfL). We met on a dreich spring
morning and were joined by Hayley
Wiswell from the National Wood
Ants Steering group and Fiona
Holmes and James Rainey from
Trees for Life Caledonian
Pinewoods Recovery Project.
Doug Gilbert (TfL Dundreggan
operations Manager) gave an
introduction to the pinewoods in
the glen and some historical
background.
History

One of the Inverwick remnants above Allt Phocaichain (photo
from a brighter day!)

Glenmoriston was part of the Royal
Hunting Forest of Cluanie from the late 14th century until 1509 when it fell under the
ownership of the Grants. During this time, activities would have largely been subsistence
farming, cattle droving and felling for timber.
Management intensified after 1745. ‘A vast numbers of birch trees’ were felled in 1818.
Local bobbin mills and the building of the Caledonian Canal must have used substantial
amounts of local timber.
During the 20th century, low-lying ground was managed primarily for sheep grazing, with
sport shooting the main activity on the hill. There was demand for birch and oak wood
until the 1960s when the local bobbin mill closed.
Trees for Life purchased the north side of Dundreggan in 2008. The Forestry Commission
took on ownership of the south side through several acquisitions, beginning with Port
Claire in 1920. Glenmoriston estate owns a small strip of the Dundreggan Caledonian
Pinewood Inventory (CPI) site. The core is 63 hectares with a 422 hectare regeneration
zone and 2081 hectare buffer. Core areas on the south side are now embedded within a
network of recently restored Plantation on ancient woodland site (PAWS) and non-native
conifer forest. Remnant pines remain along burnsides, providing some connectivity with
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Achlain CPI site to the west. At the eastern end of the glen is Achnaconeran pinewood,
managed largely by Glenmoriston estate.
Owners objectives
Trees for Life aims to create a dynamic woodland ecosystem with a browsing level that
allows a rich composition of trees and shrubs with scope for woodland expansion. A
naturalistic approach will be used.
Forest Enterprise Scotland aims to restore the core pinewood through minimum
intervention (culling deer and removing non-native trees). Surrounding native tree
regeneration will be managed commercially where appropriate.
Inverwick forest
The largest part of Dundreggan pinewood lies in Inverwick forest – part of contiguous
FES ownership that extends to 9725 hectares. Much of this is PAWS and the core
pinewood forms the focus of landscape-scale restoration. We walked through a
regenerating PAWS area and then into the top of the largest pinewood remnant.
Giles Brockman led the discussion
and was assisted by Russell Cooper
(Wildlife Ranger Manger), Kenny
Hay (Forest Management Forester)
and Kenneth Knott (previous FES
manager).
There are still large areas of mature
Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine in
Glenmoriston. The aim is to move
these to native woodland – the CPI
site buffer being a major driver.
Management of regenerating
PAWS
PAWS restoration started in 1991.
Most of the areas of PAWS felled to
date have naturally regenerated –
predominantly with birch. The area
walked through was unusually
diverse, with frequent Scots pine. TfL
did a little enrichment planting but
most of the Scots pine here
regenerated naturally. There was a ten
year delay before natural regeneration

Giles Brockman introducing the FES area
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started in earnest. FES had robust internal discussions initially about the need to plant, but
it proved the right decision to wait for regeneration.
Non-native regeneration continues to be an issue, despite previous clearance by TfL and
another phase cleared by contractors. We agreed that complete removal of non-natives
should be the aim, to avoid future seed sources.
FES intends to maintain productive potential across a significant proportion of the
restoration area, depending on access, slope and soils – respacing native regeneration,
thinning, and seed tree/small coupe felling. Ancient woodland remnants will be protected
and enhanced. We discussed the possibility of leaving non-native regeneration until the
time of first thinning but agreed that this would be too late to avoid seeding.
There was concern about the lack of structural diversity at the landscape scale. Essentially,
we will be left with two cohorts: the mature pinewood and the extensive area of restored
PAWS. Different growth rates on variable site types, contrasting areas of thinning and
minimum intervention together with natural disturbance (e.g. wind) will break-up the
younger cohort.
The core pinewood
There has been a lot of development around the core pinewood recently, including the
Beauly-Denny powerline and a hydro scheme. The section that we visited is typical of a
more westerly pinewood in that it contains abundant birch and some rowan, particularly
along the gorge. Terrain is mainly deep mossy hummocks with a mosaic of cowberry and
blaeberry. Most trees have abundant epiphytes.
Woodland expansion
A survey in 2017 recorded 166 hectares of contiguous new woodland, naturally colonised
onto the open hill above the pinewood. 100 hectares are birch; the rest is juniper which
extends to 500 m above sea level. There are also extensive areas of dwarf birch.
Colonisation by these species has taken place in response to sustained deer control lower
down the hill. As site suitability for Scots pine is predicted to move uphill with climate
change, this may become pinewood in the long-term.
Wild boar
There were obvious signs of disturbance by wild boar (feral pigs to be politically correct),
and Russell Cooper led a discussion on the impacts of the Glenmoriston population.
Wild boar were first encountered in Glenmoriston around eight years ago. They have now
spread to Glen Urquhart and are expected to reach Glen Affric in the next few years. FES
have shot 12-15 beasts to date. The population is estimated to be well over 100 animals.
Benefits are scarification and potential increased income from sport shooting on private
estates. Negative impacts are to fences and ground nesting birds. Boar can also cause
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serious damage to agricultural crops and gardens. There have been some encounters locally
with members of FES and TfL staff, one of whom was charged by an adult boar. Scottish
Government policy is awaited but, due to the rate of population increase and the
difficulties in their control, wild boar are here to stay.
Wood ants
Hayley Wiswell gave us an excellent talk on wood ants and we discussed their ecology in
relation to woodland management. Continuing from the previous discussion, Hayley
thought that wild boar damage to wood ant
nests shouldn’t be an issue where boar
numbers are not unnaturally high, as the
two have co-existed in the past. Nest
mounds are attractive to various mammals
as they contain abundant larvae. Damage
to nests can be superficial as most of the
ant populations are underground.
We talked about relocating nests if
substantial disturbance is unavoidable. This
has been done successfully for the A9
duelling (48 nests). However, there are
many reasons why nest movement may be
unsuccessful.
The social structure of a wood ant colony
is complex. The main colony can form
satellite nests to take advantage of
dispersed resources. Several nests can be inter-connected: one may contain more ants in a
certain month when it gets more sun; another
may be particularly important for foraging as it
is close to a good food source.
Hayley Wiswell describing the distinguishing features
of the mischievous slave-maker ant

Wood ant colonies are thought to be able to
disperse about 200 metres, though most
movement is within 50 m of the nest. They are
slow to move into suitable habitat that has
been created around old nests. Gaps in
suitable habitat of more than 10 m can hinder
colonisation: dispersal to new areas averages
only about 5 m/year.
At the TfL property, Hayley showed us slavemaker ants (Formica sanguinea) and described
behaviour reminiscent of a Shakespearean
play. This species creates a small, indistinct
nest (sometimes resembling a thatch similar to
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Irvine Ross
assisting
Russell
Cooper
with some
ant ID

a wood ant nest) or lives in dead stumps and logs. To create a new nest, the slave-maker
queen murders the queen of a common black ant (Formica lemani) and convinces her
workers to rear slave-maker larvae until they gradually take over the nest. Slave-makers also
form mass raiding parties, fighting battles with the common black ants and taking hapless
casualties back to their nests as slaves. Dundreggan is a western outlier for this species in
the UK. The slave-maker ant is much more widespread than once thought.
Caledonian Pinewood Recovery (CPR) project
Fiona Holmes manages this two year project
and is assisted by James Rainey. The main
aim is to encourage more people to manage
their pinewoods. James plans to survey the
condition and resilience of a number of the
less well known CPI sites. Existing data
sources will also be used. Positive attributes
(e.g. veteran rowans) will be recorded rather
than simply focusing on threats. Management
plans will be produced to help owners secure
the long term future of their site. If you
manage or own a CPI site and would be
interested in talking to the CPR team, please
contact Fiona (fiona@treesforlife.org.uk).

Fiona
Holmes

James
Rainey

Dundreggan – TfL estate
Doug Gilbert took us through low elevation juniper stands and birchwoods up to the
pinewood fragments on drier, less nutrient-rich knolls. The birchwood appears to be
relatively even-aged and the current cohort of
Doug
trees may have arisen following felling for the
Gilbert
introducing
bobbin mill approximately 100 years ago.
the TfL
Vegetation under the birchwood is dominated
property
by bracken. A scatter of mature oaks exist across
the lower and mid slopes.
As the wood was grazed by sheep until 1979 and
then used for sport shooting, herbivore impacts
were very high when TfL took on ownership ten
years ago.
We looked at an old wild boar enclosure to
assess their impact on bracken. Whilst there was
some regeneration in ground previously
dominated by bracken, this tenacious fern has
quickly bounced back following removal of boar
in 2016 (Doug assured us that all of the TfL
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boar could be accounted for and were not the source of the feral population!).
TfL have done a little enrichment planting (e.g. aspen) within the old boar enclosure to
make use of deer protection. However, outwith the fence they intend to leave species
composition to natural processes.
Allan Common, TFL stalker, described the history of deer management on the estate.
There is still significant deer browsing taking place around the CPI remnants. This area is
strongly favoured by deer in the winter as it is sheltered and south-facing. The hard winter
of 2017/18 has had an impact. Neighbouring sporting estates make deer management
challenging. Fencing the entire wood is not an option, as passage to lower ground is
needed for deer welfare. TfL employed a novel technique of getting volunteers to act as
wolves, creating disturbance and moving deer away from sensitive areas. This worked to
some extent for red deer but may have caused Sika deer to ‘go to ground’.
There are a number of Scots pine seedlings around the mature remnants, and TfL’s
criterion for success is for these to have reached knee height in the next five years. We
talked about how this could best be achieved, and discussed fencing knolls using bud caps
etc. Charlie Taylor pulled us back to TfL’s objectives. The use of natural processes is
pointing away from such techniques and focusing largely on deer control. Things are
clearly moving in the right direction as there is regeneration of hazel, a few oaks, and
rowan in parts of the estate where there is less pressure from deer. Seedlings are also
starting to colonise onto the open hill. Allan stressed the importance of time and described
the contrast with conditions ten years ago. There was interesting discussion about the
merits of a large window of recruitment as opposed to a sudden substantial drop in
herbivore numbers and rapid recruitment. The former approach was favoured by a number
of managers to promote greater structural and species diversity, but those from the west
warned of building competition from deep bryophyte mats.
The official part of the day ended with a vote of thanks from Piers Voysey, after which
some dispersed to see the TfL nursery.
Author: Richard Thompson is Secretary of the Pinewood Managers Group. He works for
Forest Enterprise Scotland as their Native Woodland Ecologist and specialises in condition
improvement in Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland (ASNW), Planted Ancient Woodland
Site (PAWS) restoration and evaluation of herbivore impacts. Contact:
Richard.thompson@forestry.gsi.gov.uk
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SIMON PEPPER (1947-2018)

Simon Pepper. Photo: Rick Worrell.

Simon Pepper – Obituary by Rick Worrell and Colleagues
Simon’s unexpected death was experienced as a body-blow by the many people working
with him in forestry, native woodlands and wider conservation. At aged 70, he was a still a
critical figure in forestry and environmental policy – a person many of us relied upon for
inspiration, guidance and wisdom.
The list of Simon’s qualities, professional and personal, is an extraordinary one. Problems
were there to be solved - not to be complained about, nor to be used as weaponry in
environmental disputes. He was endlessly positive and constructive, and generated ideas at
a fearsome rate. He had a personal enthusiasm for ‘win-win solutions’, where not just the
environment gained, but so too did other interests, social and economic.
One of his towering qualities, which singled him out from the rest of us, was ‘attention to
process’. To get from problem to solution, Simon could see the best route and could make
it happen; the people to be involved, how to achieve consensus, the ordering of events. He
was hugely inclusive –anyone who could contribute was welcomed, alliances were built,
disagreeing parties brought together. He essentially practised conflict resolution before it
became fashionable. He was a largely inadvertent mentor to a generation of us who
blundered into the world of land use policy wondering how to change things that
frustrated us. We watched him and learned – how to formulate ideas, express ourselves at a
meeting, sum up a discussion. He was the consummate effective chairperson, and many of
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us developed our skills simply by copying him. He inspired us and encouraged us to be
ambitious, always ready to guide and help. Every conversation with him was enriching –
positive, energising conversations, often about intractable, frustrating things, from which
we came away feeling there really could be a way through. Every walk in the landscape with
him opened your eyes to key things he’d spotted and you had missed. He was always
generous with his time and was an excellent listener. He made everyone feel at home,
comfortable, appreciated – and he was blind to status and eager to recognise the talents of
others.
Whilst Simon got involved in the widest array of conservation issues, land use policy and
practice were his foremost passions, especially forestry and deer. This was well grounded in
experience – home was a farm in Perthshire where he tended native trees, sheared his
sheep and shot around 20 deer a year. Simon understood the slippery concept of
‘sustainability’ instinctively, lived it on his farm above Aberfeldy and championed it in his
work.
Simon was the first person to be awarded an OBE for a contribution to sustainability. With
typical modesty, he found this embarrassing and felt it very much reflected the
achievements of World Wildlife Fund (WWF) Scotland per se.
Among his many forestry and land use achievements were chairing the ‘Kindrogan Process’
that first led to native woodlands becoming part of forestry policy, conceiving the idea and
delivering the Millennium Forest for Scotland, and chairing the Forestry Commission
Scotland (FCS) National Board. Simon was also a Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) board
member, a Deer Commission member and an Environmental Advisor to the Heritage
Lottery Fund in Scotland, where he successfully championed less glamorous projects,
including important new native woodland initiatives. Simon was an active member of the
Forest Policy Group, and also lent key support to Scottish Native Woods and Reforesting
Scotland including being a key figure in the Norway Study Tour.
On a broader front, Simon saw the need for a closer working together when he emerged
on the Scottish environmental scene as WWF Scotland’s first Director. As a result he
founded what was then Scottish Environmental & Countryside Link.
It is a testament to his professional stamina that he devoted a key part of his career to that
most intractable of problems – the deer issue, and at the time of his death was engaged in
the important task of chairing the independent Deer Working Group appointed by the
Scottish Government. And all this was done with complete genuine humility – a lack of
ego that was unique to him. The forestry and land use machine will rumble on, but there is
a vital piece missing. The rest of us are taking a pause to celebrate this wonderful man and
are wondering quite how to try to fill the void.
Personal reflection – Rick Worrell
I was lucky enough to be involved with Simon not just in his policy work but as a
neighbour. Together we ended up tracking jays carrying acorns and searching out the oak
seedlings they had planted, converting a former potato field on his farm to native
woodland (not without problems !), building fences, thinning birchwoods, searching out
wild apple trees, and lambing. He established several woods on his farm, both planted and
naturally regenerated, and the ancient wooded den of the Cultullich Burn was his pride and
joy. His son Duncan came out with me collecting tree seed and became a skilled tree
climber. My son Alasdair went lambing with Simon and came back enthused about Simon’s
caring version of sheep farming. Once my family, Simon, Duncan and his wife Mia
together collected 650 kgs of acorns, so somewhere there are several hundred thousand
oak saplings with his fingerprints on them. Simon would ask my advice on woodland
matters, which was simultaneously rather flattering and a little daunting, because I always
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suspected he knew as much or more about the topic as I did. We teased one another
endlessly about the states of the tracks to our houses, each convinced that the other had
the worse track. On one occasion he rightly advised the use of crampons to get to a dinner
party at his house at Upper Brae. The hospitality and the crack at Simon and Morag’s house
was always excellent. I am glad to report that Duncan has already been in contact about
needing trees cut off deer fences at Upper Brae, so while I mourn Simon’s passing, our
neighbourliness will live on in a different form, and there will be plenty of opportunities to
remember and celebrate him.
Personal Reflection – Neil Mackenzie
I first met Simon in 1986, not long after he had started work as World Wildlife Fund
(WWF) Director in Scotland. WWF had part-funded the Friends of the Earth project on
the Native Woodlands of Scotland, and we would meet informally in Edinburgh from time
to time to review progress. Mostly though he just let me get on with it and when the survey
took a few months longer than anticipated it was Simon who found the funds to allow me
to complete the work. More recently Alan Drever and I were in correspondence with
Simon over our concerns about an application for kelp dredging on the west coast. I felt
particularly dispirited that such a damaging activity on a primary habitat could even be
considered but Simon, ever the optimist, encouraged us to respond and publicise. We will
miss his wise counsel but whenever a new environmental threat appears, as indeed it will,
we will remember his words.
Personal reflection – Alan Drever
“Let’s go and introduce you to Simon Pepper, I feel sure he’ll want to get involved”. This
was a winter’s night in 1987, bumping up his farm track. I was in Aberfeldy, trying to get
some local movers and shakers involved with an organisation that was to root itself here –
what was to become Scottish Native Woods. I took an instant liking to Simon.
Simon duly joined the Development Group, aided by other luminaries such as Robin
Callander, Ron Greer and Neil Mackenzie. Simon’s great wisdom shone as we planned this
new organisation, contributing greatly to its shaping. Vital seed-corn funding was needed to
get us off the ground. We were eligible for a 50% grant over 3 years from a Scottish Office
pot, but this had to be matched to be secured. Through support from World Wildlife Fund
(WWF), Simon came up with the rest.
I was in regular contact with Simon, as he built WWF Scotland from scratch. I have great
memories of going to early days Scottish Environment & Countryside Link meetings with
him, lobbying the Forestry Commission (FC) at a time when they were still trying to tell us
that Sitka spruce supported a great diversity of wildlife! It was great to be part of the push
for change, and Simon’s determined diplomacy kept us focussed and productive.
Forestry was finally beginning to change at the end of the 80s, but native woodlands were
still very much on the fringe, and while their immense biodiversity was being better
appreciated, economic and social values were not. Simon was key in establishing the
Kindrogan Process in the 1990s, as Rick Worrell has highlighted. The outcome of much
brainstorming was expertly woven together by Simon. Having brought native woodlands
into Scottish Forest Policy, this also led in 1992 to the formation of FC’s Native Woodland
Advisory Panel – something that would have been unthinkable a couple of years before.
As the new Millennium approached, while native woodland restoration was gathering
strength and several new Initiatives had got going, not that much money was being sunk
into the cause. Simon’s vision of the Millennium Forest for Scotland was to change that. As he
so often did, Simon saw a great opportunity: the biggest ever grants pot for native
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woodlands. Among many recipients, Scottish Native Woods secured its largest ever
funding, a massive boost to its woodland restoration work.
Over the following years, if not crossing paths in the street, I would usually come across
Simon chairing the likes of NWDG’s 40th anniversary Conference, or a Climate Challenge
Fund Gathering, Simon being first Chairman of this ground-breaking community action
grant scheme.
He was the best Chairman I have come across, whether a conference or a small informal
group.
Finally, two things that will always loom large in many great memories. I was visiting my
home town of St Andrews, leafing through the local paper. There was Simon being
wheeled ceremonially-led around the town – the new Rector of the University! Simon had
been up against celebrity chef Gordon Ramsay, a student-supporter told me, who related
how Simon had really put himself out, making himself available for students to come and
see him at every University Hall. Ramsay apparently didn’t bother canvassing at all, thinking
he would walk it… As one of the first environmentalist Rectors in Scotland, Simon
stimulated much greening of the University during his 2006–2009 tenure, centring on
climate change action.
I had more contact with Simon in the latter part of this summer than several preceding
years. In particular, a long-standing invitation to come up and see how his native
woodlands were faring, having not seen them for many years. What a change! There had
been a great expansion of native woodland area, particularly through impressive natural
regeneration including the spread of oaks aided by a burgeoning jay population, along with
judicious ongoing deer control.
We inevitably chewed the fat. I had been going through a period of despair, feeling, with
some current development threats, that we hadn’t come far since the 70s. While sharing my
despondency, Simon was, as always, the optimist as he said “we have to be”. Simon always
looked for a solution. I have felt for a long while that no-one has contributed as much as
Simon in championing Scotland’s environment. He will be hugely missed…
Personal reflection – Bernard Planterose
Living in the north west Highlands, I didn’t see as much of Simon as I would have liked
over the long period of more than 30 years that I knew him. All the more remarkable
therefore was the extent to which he influenced and helped me throughout that whole
period. From the early stages of launching the 'Tree Planters Guide To The Galaxy’ to
envisioning and securing funding for the Reforesting Scotland Norway Study Tour, Simon
was in the background providing wise counsel and encouragement. He was of course a key
participant in the Tour itself, helping to steer discussions and expertly yet quietly
interpreting the wide-ranging landscapes and enterprises with which we were confronted.
Playing more than a marginal part in the exciting developments of the reforestation
movement was difficult from my remote home and Simon played a major part in helping
to keep me connected to the wider scene. Just a phone call or email here and there, he was
so often the ‘goto’ person when it was unclear to me how to proceed with some new plan
or idea. Completely characteristic of him and his considerate, inclusive and immensely
active mind was a phone call he made to me totally out of the blue a few years ago to say
that he thought I would be interested in and should attend a seminar at Holyrood on some
aspect of cultural development. I didn’t doubt Simon’s intuition for a minute and duly
made the journey south. Simon even met me in Edinburgh and arranged for me to meet
others with whom he knew I shared interests. On another recent occasion he encouraged
me to contribute observations on deer, grouse and muirburn from my area of the hills to
the appropriate committees. Such acts of timely encouragement and advice can truly
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change lives and he must have performed this sort of small yet critical input for hundreds
of folk.
More recently he encouraged me to become part of the Forest Policy Group and his
presence was a major incentive for my attendance in its earlier days. Even as I struggle
today in writing a new version of a woodland management and ecology book for the
Highlands and Islands, groping to find appropriately sensitive yet clear words to describe
the appalling damage wreaked by muirburn and over-populous deer throughout this vast
area of hills, Simon is an ever present voice somewhere in the back of my mind. I recover
from him a sense of how he might approach this problem and know that I have gained
from him just a little of his legendary strategic and diplomatic approach in my own. I am
sad that he will never read my book as it was inevitable that I would have gone to him for
some final editorial advice and it would have been the better for it, no doubt.

BOOK REVIEW
Shades of green: an environmental and cultural history of Sitka spruce by Ruth
Tittensor. Published by Oxbow books; 2016. ISBN 978-1-90968-677-9. Paperback, 375
pages; price c.£25.

Review by Gordon Patterson
Ruth Tittensor has tackled a gap in the market and written a wide-ranging and thorough
account of the most commonly planted tree in these islands, which synthesises history,
forestry, ecology and observations on changing uses and social attitudes to Sitka spruce and
woodlands and forests more widely.
In all these aspects, she compares Sitka spruce in its native range with its use in Europe,
mainly UK and Ireland. The 17 chapters range from post-glacial history and the subsequent
migration and development of forests, through historic human uses of and influences upon
woodlands in both continents; the history of tree-planting in the UK and Ireland and its
linkage to collection of seeds of Sitka and other exotic conifer species from North
America.
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The author offers a detailed account of the importance of Sitka in the afforestation
programmes of the last 100 years and the development of techniques to create new forests
on infertile upland sites that had often not carried trees for centuries or millenia. The book
vividly portrays the efforts of early pioneer tree-planters and the impressive scale of
achievement of the initial single objective of 20th century UK afforestation: to plant as
much as possible as a strategic timber reserve following the world wars.
In the final chapters the author traces the development of multi-purpose spruce-dominated
plantation forests in response to changing social attitudes and government objectives since
the 1960s. She describes the developing value of spruce forest for wildlife, assesses the
resilience of Sitka as a dominant species in relation to climate change, and looks ahead to
what Sitka forests might become. She advocates leaving some areas where a future natural
development of multi-aged spruce might be allowed, in order to see what will happen
without pre-conceptions.
The author is a good and thorough story teller who blends anecdotal and scientific
information in a readable style. The book is perhaps strongest in historical documentation
and in weaving the story of one tree species into a fascinating and diverse set of accounts
of wider human development and cultural and ecological changes.
There are important sections on perceptions, current conservation values and future
potential of Sitka spruce forests. These are a useful and entertaining account of where we
are now and how we got there, but at times the desire to advocate the merits of Sitka, to
respond to what the author feels has been an unfair vilification of the species in UK and
Ireland, seems to inhibit a completely balanced appraisal of its pros and cons.
Opposition to Sitka forests from the public and from ‘nature conservationists’ is
characterised as being largely based on erroneous romantic notions of the former
naturalness of the moorlands and wildwoods which conifer plantations replaced, a lack of
understanding of the degree of past human landscape modification, and ignorance of the
developing biodiversity of spruce forests as they mature.
Whilst there is arguably a good deal of truth in this, the book rather skates over the real
negative environmental impacts that extensive Sitka spruce and other conifer forests have
undoubtedly often have had, for example in reducing the biodiversity and integrity of many
remnant native and ancient woodlands. The future section might also have made more of
an exploration of the risks of continuing to rely so heavily on a single species in extensive
plantation stands for future timber supplies, and of alternatives.
The length of the book reflects its ambition but at times it feels too detailed, and also
somewhat repetitive when the same topic recurs on several occasions in different chapters,
for example in describing the extensive use of Sitka spruce wood for making early aircraft
frames, important in two world wars.
Extensive references are listed in a bibliography for each chapter,
although without numbered links to these within the text it was
often not easy to identify the source and factual basis for
opinions, conclusions or quoted statistics.
Overall, however, this is a very useful book for anyone interested
in an account of our commonest planted tree and its role in the
development of modern forestry.
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NATIVE WOODLANDS DISCUSSION GROUP CONSTITUTION
Name: The organisation shall be the Native Woodlands Discussion Group.
Aims and objectives: To encourage interest in native woodlands, their ecology, management and history.
Activities:

Organise at least one Field Meeting with related discussion each year.

Organise Workshops on subjects suggested by members.

Organise Conferences, Seminars or other Events as approved by the membership.

Issue Newsletters with an emphasis on members’ contributions.

Maintain contact with like-minded organisations through the membership.

Undertake any other activities deemed appropriate by the membership.
Membership: Open to any interested individual. No corporate membership. Subscriptions shall be set by the committee,
with approval of the membership, according to the following categories: (a) Individual, (b) Family (1.5 x full rate) or (c)
Concessionary (0.6 x full rate). Membership will cease 18 months after payment of an annual subscription. The committee
will advise the Field Meetings organiser for the year of the fee for attendance of non-members at the Field Meeting.
Officers/committee: a. The group elects a committee. The committee shall co-opt or appoint such officers as are
considered necessary. Officers will be eligible to vote at committee meetings.
b Committee members shall serve for three years, but shall be eligible for re-election.
c. Chairperson nominated by the committee and endorsed by the Annual General Meeting.
d. All members are free to attend committee meetings.
Accounts:

a. The financial year shall be the calendar year.
b. The treasurer will keep accounts and present a financial report by 15th March each year. The
accounts shall be independently audited by a competent person before presentation.

Annual General Meeting: To be held on a date determined by the committee. Notification of that meeting shall appear
in the newsletter at least one month prior to the AGM. Business at the AGM shall be determined by a simple majority
(except changes to constitution which shall require a two-thirds majority of those members present). Family membership
entitles up to two votes if both are present. The chairperson and the treasurer will each submit a report at the AGM.
Meetings: The committee shall organise or authorise any member to organise such meetings as considered desirable.
Publications: The committee shall approve such publications as are considered desirable, and which carry the group's
endorsement.
Current subscription rates: Ordinary individual: £20 per year (£18 if paid by Standing Order). Family: £30 per year
(£28 if paid by Standing Order). Under-25s: £12 per year (£10 if paid by Standing Order). Subscriptions should be
sent to: the Membership Secretary (Alison Averis, 6A Castle Moffat Cottages, Garvald, Haddington, East Lothian, EH41
4LW; tel: 01620 830 670 / 07767 058 318; email: alisonaveris@gmail.com). There is a £2 annual discount for those paying
by Standing Order (shown in the above figures): please ask for a form.

NWDG COMMITTEE CONTACT DETAILS
Chair: Alan Crawford. Email: alancrawford07@hotmail.co.uk
Minutes Secretary + Field Meeting Organiser: Ruth Anderson: tel: 01796 474 327; email:
ruth.anderson@PitlochryFestivalTheatre.com
Admin (Treasurer + Membership Secretary + Website Editor): Alison Averis, 6A Castle Moffat
Cottages, Garvald, Haddington, East Lothian, EH41 4LW; tel: 01620 830670 / 07716 136153; email:
alisonaveris@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor: Ben Averis; tel: 01620 830670 / 07767 058 322; email: ben.averis@gmail.com
Woodland History: Mairi Stewart. Email: mairi_skye@hotmail.com
Woodland History + Workshops: Noel Fojut. Email: noelfojut@msn.com
Social Media: Coralie Mills. Email: coralie.mills@dendrochronicle.co.uk
Member: Gordon Patterson. Email: gordonpatterson@blueyonder.co.uk
Member: Steve Morris. Email: SteveMorris@woodlandtrust.org.uk

NWDG WEBSITE:

w w w .nw dg.org.uk



Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/NativeWoodlandsDiscussionGroup/
or search on ‘Native Woodlands Discussion Group’



Twitter: NWDG @TheNWDG
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A monster goat willow in woodland at Urquhart Bay, appropriately nicknamed by Ian Collier as ‘Salix maximus’
(photo: Alan Crawford)

www.nwdg.org.uk

Corrimony Falls
(Photo: Noel Fojut)

